Northwest Corridor BRT

March Public Engagement Report

Dates: Public Meetings – March 22, 24, 29 and 30, 2022; social media March 10-31; survey
completions March 29-31
Times: Three meetings (two in-person, one virtual) – 6-7:30 p.m.; one meeting (virtual) – 12-1:30 p.m.
Locations: Meetings – Dublin City Council Chambers, Meadow Park Church Bethel Campus and
Zoom; promotions and surveying on Facebook, Twitter and LinkUS.com

PURPOSE
•
•

Provide information including a project overview and update
Seek public input to inform planning and engineering design work

AUDIENCE REACH SNAPSHOT
Meeting attendees – 64
•
•
•
•

Dublin – 5 (including streaming participants)
Meadow Park – 10 in-person
Virtual meeting #1 – 30 attendees (including Facebook streaming participants)
Virtual meeting #2 – 19 attendees (including Facebook streaming participants)

Social media promotions
•
•
•
•

Totals: Facebook – 17 likes, 16 shares; Twitter – 21 retweets, 3 quote tweets, 28 likes, 1 reply
Dublin: Facebook – 7 likes, 3 shares; Twitter – 2 retweets, 4 likes
Meadow Park: Facebook – 3 likes, 6 shares; Twitter – 12 retweets, 13 likes, 1 reply
Virtual Meetings: Facebook - 7 likes, 7 shares; Twitter – 7 retweets, 3 quote tweets, 11 likes

On-street promotions
•
•

100 postcards distributed at COTA Customer Experience Center
1000 postcards delivered at 18 locations over the course of 8 days

Additional promotions
•
•
•
•
•
•
1

City of Columbus Department of Neighborhoods (Northwest Civic Association, Downtown
Neighborhood Coalition, 5th by Northwest Area Commission, University Area Commission) –
NextDoor; e-newsletter
City of Dublin – Facebook; e-newsletter
City of Grandview Heights – Facebook; Twitter
City of Upper Arlington – Facebook
The Ohio State University Center for Urban and Regional Analysis – Facebook; Twitter
Transit Columbus – e-newsletter

•

Yay! Bikes – Facebook; Twitter

Website survey completions – 39
•

Total as of March 31, 2022. The survey will run through April 26, 2022 and results will be
summarized in the April engagement summary

IN-PERSON AND VIRTUAL MEETINGS
Overview
There were four public meetings held for the Northwest Corridor BRT project – two in-person meetings
and two virtual meetings. The first in-person meeting was held on March 22 at Dublin City Council
Chambers in Dublin, Ohio from 6 to 7:30 p.m. followed by the second in-person meeting held at
Meadow Park Church – Bethel Campus in Columbus, Ohio on March 24 from 6 to 7:30 p.m. The two
virtual meetings were held on March 29 from 12 to 1:30 p.m. and March 30 from 6 to 7:30 p.m.
In-person meeting attendees were provided a fact sheet explaining the project and a comment form
upon arrival. In addition, there were several exhibits for the public to interact with. This included
informational boards as well as targeted activities to encourage input. The activities involved using
colored dots as well as sticky notes on large-scale map printouts to gain insights on where in the
Northwest corridor, attendees work, live and play as well as which stop locations proposed are most
useful. These two meetings were held in an open house format with a brief presentation beginning at
6:30 p.m.
Virtual meeting attendees were provided the same informational content as in-person attendees. In
place of the in-person engagement activities, input was garnered via Zoom in-meeting surveying and
facilitated conversation. The questions posed in the virtual meetings were identical to the questions
posed in-person, just delivered in a different way.
Mindy Justis (MurphyEpson) kicked-off the in-person presentations and Maire Keister (MurphyEpson)
kicked-off the virtual presentations with a welcome, which were followed by introductions.
March 22
At the Dublin City Council Chambers meeting, Mindy then brought up Vice Mayor Kathy DeRosa who
gave a welcome message noting the importance of LinkUS and transit and its relation to prosperity for
region. Mindy then reviewed the agenda and guidelines. Zach Sunderland (COTA) began the
presentation, discussing the background of planning efforts that brought about LinkUS in 2020. He
discussed the population growth projected, the 21st century challenges that LinkUS works to address,
expected outcomes, auxiliary corridor projects underway and what high-capacity rapid transit looks like.
Justin Goodwin (City of Columbus) followed Zach. Justin described Phase 1 outcomes including where
the study area has been and where it has been expanded two in Phase 2. He went on to detail the
project’s focus on additional elements of transit corridor success including bicycle and pedestrian
amenities and supportive development principals. Justin noted feedback received from Dublin area
residents in Phase 1. Justin finished by talking about the preferred alternatives so far that will be
explored in more depth in phase 2.
Then, Lynn Otte (TranSystems) came up and discussed the schedule and milestones for Phase 2.
Lynn talked about how determining the path that connects from Bethel or Henderson roads to Dublin
will define the locally preferred alternative. She continued with the Federal Transit Administration
schedule, touching on funding processes and timing, and lastly gave a thorough explanation of what is
occurring during Phase 2. Gina Trimarco (TranSystems) then discussed the core project purpose,

followed by the project’s needs and accompanying proof points that support each need. Jason Sudy
(OHM Advisors) then came up and talked about activity centers in the northern portion of the corridor,
as well as how those shape the route and terminus analyses. Gina returned to talk about the three
alignments screened, then reviewed the consumer report methodology for the alignment screenings.
She described key takeaways from this initial screening process. Mindy paused the presentation for
questions/comments from attendees on any of the content presented to this point. After questions, Gina
outlined the four terminus options under consideration and how each performed again the initial
screening, again using the consumer report methodology. Mindy paused the presentation for
questions/comments from attendees. After questions, Tim Sorensen (CDM Smith) continued with the
presentation covering potential station locations. Tim talked about how some adjustments were made
since Phase 1, outlining what brought about these changes. He noted the balance between connecting
the most people and providing the most access points with limiting the number of times the BRT needs
to stop so that services does not slow considerable. Lynn then returned to discuss what the next steps
are going to be moving forward, both short term and long term. Lastly, Mindy opened up the floor for
questions and discussion.
Q&A
Questions raised during this presentation included:
Question: What’s the boundary that’s being studied?
Response: We used a half-mile around both the terminus and alignment options shown.
Question: Matt: In the evaluation of the terminus—can there be two? One in peak day and one during
after-hours. In the case for metro center, it’s a high employment density which will tail off after normal
working hours. And I know talked about extension of maybe not the BRT line, but some other buses
could the BRT actually flex or is that too much of a cost to put that infrastructure in upfront.
Response: Well, I think we’re going to be studying cost, right? And cost and ridership and what makes
sense from an operations standpoint, but there’s different variations. I mean we’ve definitely thought
about that and thought about different operations scenarios, but ultimately we’re not quite there yet. I
don’t know if we’ll be there, at least not during this part up until June when we identify the LPA, but it’s
something to think about.
Response: In our network now, I do not believe we have, other than our rush hour lines which operate
during peak hours have a line extension that only operates based on land use like that. But, I think it’s
something that we could consider to look at with those connections. So, right now it is worth mentioning
that there is a connection with Metro Place or Metro Center to Bridge Park with one of our rush hour
lines. The lines 73, so we do have that connection today, but definitely with the BRT, if that were the
end of the line then looking at that connection if Metro Center wasn’t the end of the line for it.
Question: For the sake of the folks online and for my sake too. So, when we talk terminus here, we are
talking about where the dedicated roadway would end. And BRT stands for Bus Rapid Transit? I just
want to get some terminology for the folks that are online. So, when we talk about the terminus, this is
where the bus rapid transit would dedicate roadway would end? So, to continue to another terminus,
you’re saying you could potentially build service if you will or maybe a more rapid, nut not necessarily a
dedicated roadway?
Response: Yes, BRT stands for Bus Rapid Transit, thank you for the reminder. Yes, that is right, that
we’re looking at dedicated roadway to a certain point, and then other transit enhancements that might
not be BRT after that.

“Table Talk” comments
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

Folks were supportive of the project and would consider using it for travel between home to
work, but the timeframe is too far out for them.
There seems to be a lack of public engagement here (i.e., attendance at PI meeting) since the
project is not controversial. If, for example, we were reducing travel lanes to accommodate BRT
there would be more engagement because there would be a point of contention.
Suggestion to set up as a “smart corridor” with ability to accommodate autonomous vehicles
(i.e., buses) in the future. This was in reference to building on the US 33 Smart Corridor and
setting up a “demonstration station” at the OU campus area.
Expect significant development around the Ohio University Dublin campus area.
There is a need for a strong northern east-west regional connection. Concern that the north
south connection to downtown doesn’t serve the daytime Dublin workforce (acknowledged
Dublin residents do work at OSU, Downtown, etc.), but this comment was more specifically
focusing on the need for transit to bring workers to Dublin. Reference was made to past
conversations amongst the “northern arc” communities for an east-west outer belt serving transit
corridor.
Need to better translate technical jargon, provide more context for what LinkUS is, explain why
this matters to the Dublin community that isn’t accustomed to transit/doesn’t normally ride.
The vice mayor strongly remined us to keep future technology in mind as we design for today.
She acknowledged that dedicated lanes was the best way to transition into an autonomous
transportation future.
The Vice Mayor expressed strong support
o Tim suggests: someone should take a look at the E/W data they collected and help put
that information into context from a potential ridership/cost perspective at a very high
level so she knows we are listening and she has some way of framing/understanding the
data she has (It sounds like she might have quite a bit).
In a conversation with Council Member Andy Keeler, he agreed that the Riverside alignment
should drop out. He wasn’t very engaged on the terminus discussion. He noted that Dublin
doesn’t really need this, everyone has cars here. He also expressed a concern about ‘fellow
passengers.’ He saw value to Dublin to access a larger labor pool. He talked about JTW
findings that Dublin employees in large measure come from north and west of Dublin
Interest in the BRT providing a limited-service peak hour extension further west. See follow up
email from Matt Burgdorf.
o Matt lives/works in the corridor. Operational extensions would benefit him on the home
end. He works W of Short North.
o Matt sees it as a tossup between the Henderson and Bethel alignments. His current
travels are ’50 - 50’ between the two.

March 24
At the Meadow Park Church – Bethel Campus meeting, Mindy convened the group and presentation
content was nearly identical to the Dublin meeting. At this meeting, Kim Sharp (COTA) filled in to
present the content previously presented by Zach Sunderland (COTA).
Q&A
Comment: Who lives closer to Bethel, who lives closer to Henderson?
Response: I am dead in the middle
Response: Closer to Bethel (3 people agreed)
Comment: Would you prefer the Bethel alignment?
Response: I do not like Dierker much, I am smack in the middle. I worry about Dierker.

Comment: If you are in middle, which one is easier to get to?
Response: Henderson is easier, but not substantially. I like Henderson because it may slow down
there traffic there now that it is 50 mph. Off Olentangy to Reed is 50 mph.
Comment: I am hearing traffic is really fast, so it sounds like dedicated transit could balance the
roadway or lessen speed.
Comment: When I saw construction in 2028, that makes me feel better than the 2050 plan (everyone
laughed)
Comment: Any other questions?
Question: Do you anticipate more park and ride along Bethel or Henderson?
Response: Kim—how do park and rides play into this?
Response: We are trying to make sure there is a budget item for the potential of park and ride. It is
more about promoting more density around stops rather than a big parking lot. But I know people
appreciate parks and rides so, we will evaluate the usage.
Question: For the cost of riding the bus, would this change?
Response: There were changes made with fare management plan; fare capping; and equity work
including 50% off for federal assistance recipients. Good to compare with other cities.
Comment: To follow up, I have not ridden in a while. Something I always wanted like with the short
north where you can hop off at something cool and get back on. Do you have that?
Response: We have a transit app, download that, make an account, and scan the QR code on the bus.
We would like to go cashless but, that will take a while. But you can do the walk-on with a QR code. It
will take a while to educate community, and there are up 400 retail places for people who only have
cash to get a smart card and do that easily. Trying to make it easier.
Comment: Was your question about timing if you hop on and hop off?
Response: The conversation was about fast, frequent, and reliable transit. Justin, can you hone in on
correlation of transit and development that could bring those attractions.
Response: My thinking is I used to use transit slips. Transfers to get on and off. It got old but the nice
thing was you could take free transfer and then also the ability with CBUS downtown I could stop at
store and hop back on the bus.
Comment: That is worked into fare management. I will send details to the newsletter list. There is a 2hour timeframe for free transfers.
Question: So, it is not $2 every time?
Response: No.
Comment: So, frequency of service relates. This will be every 15 minutes—if you hop off there will be
another bus to hop on to next destination.
Question: What is the Metro Center?
Comment: Frantz Road south of 161, large office complex.
Comment: Where hotels are, where Max and Erma’s used to be.
Comment: It is on the way to the pickleball courts; Columbus doesn’t have them.
Comment: I went to Indianapolis and had experience with constrained station—it’s exciting!
Comment: Level boarding is like “mind the gap.”
Comment: The terrifying part of the new station is crossing the street.
Response: We want to design it to be as safe as possible. We want to change context of your vision
when driving.
Comment: There is a benefit of protected space for anyone using the crosswalk.
Question: For crosswalk—do you ban turning right on red and have elevated sidewalk platforms for
traffic calming?
Response: It is too early to know, but all good ideas thinking about how we calm traffic and make
people aware. Nothing makes you more aware than a raised crosswalk.
Comment: Absolutely.
Question: Wondering about—lots to coordinate here and I understand that. The whole thing. Are you
coordinating with development and zoning? What other parts of city planning are you working with?

Response: Transit supportive development is really important here. When we pursue FTA funding,
they care about that too, to make sure stations are located where there is ridership and walkable
development around that. You are all aware the city is doing comprehensive zoning code review—
multiyear process. There have been lots of problems with zoning code, may be familiar with hearings
and phase 1 assessment. I am in DPS, focused on transportation but we work closely with DOD. We
have to work hand in hand. Key recommendations of phase 1 zoning assessment are it will take a long
time to get zoning right, there is an emphasis on the type of development that is appropriate along the
corridors. Near-term focus on next phase of zoning code. In procurement process with consultant.
There is much more to do, you are going to get tired of the City. We are always concerned about
engagement fatigue, but both projects this is implementation work. They have to marry together.
Comment: What concerns me is we have some places that are going to be mixed-use, but developers
might not do that.
Response: It sounds like you mean isolated developments that have amenities that do not connect to
the community. We talked to lots of auto-oriented uses on Bethel. You want a different type of
development regardless of BRT. Significant investment in infrastructure. We have seen success in
other communities BRT spurs development the neighborhood wants. We can change the market with
this public investment.
Comment: The good news is City understands they cannot work in silos. The key to that is will that
actually happen. When you throw in MORPC, COTA, other people.
Comment: I do not think COTA, COC, MORPC, Franklin Co. have ever worked so closely than now.
Staff level at our organizations meet every Friday last 2 years to collaborate.
Comment: I would like to be a fly on the wall there.
Comment: A lot of us work in different regions around the country. It’s a breath of fresh air in Columbus
where all the changemakers work in the same direction. That is what can undermine a project from
being successful.
Comment: Thank you for doing this in person, it is so much better.
“Table Talk” comments
•
•
•
•

Overall good support and comments from the people I spoke to.
A lot of dog owners going to the parks near the corridor to walk their dogs when asked where
their typical destinations were. (Any transit agencies out there allowing dogs on buses that
aren’t service dogs?)
Need better E-W bikeway connections in entire corridor; the only good E-W bike route is along
King Street
No objections to eliminating the Riverside alignment

Feedback provided via comment forms
About proposed alignments:
• I do not live in Bethel, so I do not have any strong opinion on it.
• Will speed limits change?
• Bethel to Sawmill preferred. Mix of commercial, retail, residential, school. Riverside doesn’t
make sense to me in terms of ridership destinations.
About the proposed station areas:
• The station area looks excellent, very well-spaced.
• Locations makes sense to me, especially on the south end
• Need one new foot path over river, better access to Whetstone HS plus Clintonville
neighborhood ridership.
Additional comments and questions:

•
•

The big concerns I have is connections to the corridor. Protected bike lanes are needed on the
side streets. Connections to frequent buses going east-west. With these connections, the
corridor would be effective.
Development and zoning issues – getting developers into a better mindset and willing to update
their process.

March 29 and 30
Maire Keister (MurphyEpson) kicked-off the virtual presentations with a welcome, which were followed
by introductions and identical presentation content as the in-person sessions. The following survey
results and comment logs representant a combination of both meetings.
Virtual Meeting Survey Results
1. What is your interest in the proposed Northwest Corridor Bus Rapid Transit routes between
Downtown Columbus and the Dublin area? (select all that apply)
13

live near the corridor
entertainment destinations along the corridor

9

medical appointments along the corridor

9
8

friends and/or family along the corridor
work near the corridor

5

live along the corridor

5
3

work along the corridor
school along the corridor

1

Most participants (59%) expressed interest in the Northwest BRT Corridor because they live near
the corridor, while 23% said they live along the corridor. More than a third of participants said that
they would be interested in using the BRT system to reach entertainment destinations, medical
appointments, and friends and family. Fewer respondents work or attend school along the corridor.

2. Based on your typical routes, how would you see yourself getting to the proposed Northwest
Corridor Bus Rapid Transit routes?
By walking/on foot

12

On a bike

11

Driving myself

9

By bus

5

Getting dropped off (rideshare or carpool)

5

Via scooter

3

More than half of participants expected to travel to the BRT routes on foot, and half said they would
ride a bike there. About 41% said that they would drive, while fewer participants would get to the
routes by bus, shared ride, or scooter.
3. Which of these needs do you think is most significant for you and/or the Columbus region?
4. Which need is your second priority?
First Priority

Second Priority
9

Provide a high-quality transit supportive environment to
create an attractive alternative to driving
6
6

Provide frequent transit options for regional and local
trips
Align with Vision Zero goals and use multimodal design
to prioritize the safety of all corridor users

3

0
2

Prioritize transit movement to ensure reliable and
efficient travel time
Provide equitable access to jobs and opportunities

10

0

6

2

Participants cited the need to provide a high-quality, transit-supportive environment as the most
important as both a first priority and a second priority. The next most commonly selected need was
to provide frequent transit options for regional and local trips.

5. Which of these station areas along Olentangy River Road do you see yourself using? (select all
that apply)
Bethel Road
Downtown area (intersection to be determined)
Goodale Street
King Avenue
Riverside Hospital (at Thomas Lane)
Lane Avenue
Third Avenue
OSU Medical Campus (at Herrick Drive)
Woody Hayes Drive
Olentangy Commons (at Jasonway Avenue)
Kohl’s/OhioHealth (at the Kohl’s driveway)
University Village (at Harley Drive)
University Athletics (at Argyll Street)

12
11
9
9
9
8
6
5
4
4
3
2
2

Fifty-five percent of participants responded that they would use a Bethel Road station, and 50%
would use a station in Downtown. Many participants (more than a third each) also expect to use
stations at Goodale Street, King Avenue, Riverside Hospital, and Lane Avenue.
Virtual Meeting Comments
Welcome
• Steve Koch - Osborn Engineering
• Marc Conte, Capital Crossroads and Discovery SIDs
• Matt Huffman Clinton Twp
• Benjamin Cirker - resident in NW corridor
• Shannon Tolliver, White Castle
• Steve Szuter - local resident!
• Josh Lapp - Transit Columbus
• Barb Cox, Franklin County Engineer's Office
• Jason Advani. Resident.
• Malcolm Porter, Building Industry Association (BIA)
• David Vottero, Clintonville Area Commission
• Mary Jo. Resident.
• Joel Miller, resident near Bethel and Olentangy RR intersection.
• Lisa - resident near Henderson and bethel
• Monica Tuttle, resident in the Knolls (Henderson + Olentangy RR)
• Joachim, Resident on King Ave near North Star Rd
• Roxanne - resident also near Henderson and Bethel
Polling
• Steve Szuter: I would take the bus to the Corridor. That option wasn’t available.
o Marie Keister: Steve, thank you for pointing out that missing option on the poll.
o Steve Szuter: Of course. I’d rather leave my bike or car at home when trying to get to the
BRT. Thanks Marie.
• Mary Napoli: I couldn't see the second question to respond at first

•
•
•
•
•
•

Mary Napoli: Poll question 2: Drive.
Mary Napoli: Too slow at poll - would have used OSU Medical
Monica Tuttle: I do not see myself using a BRT system
Lisa Bycynski: I would be much more inclined to use rail or streetcar. BRT seems antiquated
Monica Tuttle: none of those options align with my priorities
Lisa Bycynski: agree with Monica. none align
o Marie Keister: Please share your priorities here, if you are comfortable sharing. Thank
you.

Community and Potential Riders
• Lisa Bycynski: Who is the target audience for riding the bus.?
• Monica Tuttle: What if ridership does not meet hopes/expectations?
o Lynn Otte: A detailed methodology, supported by FTA (Federal Transit Administration the potential funding agency) is being used to forecast ridership. Most BRT services,
once implemented, achieve the forecast ridership - or higher.
• Lisa Bycynski: This just does not seem to show much consideration to those residents living in
the northwest area
• Monica Tuttle: Why is it better to encourage transit along the corridor rather than encouraging
localized shopping, entertainment, etc.?
o Lynn Otte: The NW Corridor is a very important job destination for the region. The BRT
service will be able to support trips within the corridor, to destinations in the corridor for
all in the COTA region and to/from the downtown area. Improved access will support
local businesses.
• Monica Tuttle: Providing affordable housing in the area would reduce the need for long-distance
trips from outside the region/along the corridor
• Lisa Bycynski: This project does not foster neighborhoods or communities
• Monica Tuttle: I agree with Lisa's concern re neighborhoods/communities
• Mary Napoli: Is the 30% pre-pandemic, pre-"work-at-home"?
• Mary Napoli: THIS 80% "OVERWHELMING" support - the respondents s liked their cars; they
wanted everyone ELSE on a BUS, if I understood correctly.
o Mary Napoli: Everyone I know lives near a bus terminal. THEY WANT TO DRIVE.
Technical and Project Details
• Tommy Delgado: Also, would the buses on this corridor have a jump technology (the technology
that signals the traffic to turn green for the bus)?
• Barb Cox: Will there be "express" buses on the route?
• Tommy Delgado: Going off Joel Miller’s question, would COTA be able to put another levy on
the ballet to fund the corridor?
• Tommy Delgado: Would the stations be a pay fare to enter (that way it would be a faster pick
up/drop up) or would the pay fare be on the bus like the current COTA buses?
o Lynn Otte: very likely that payment will be off of the vehicle and validated on the BRT
vehicle. More detail will be developed as the project design advances further.
• Joel Miller: Will we need to win federal grants to get this, or can more local dollars cover it if
needed?
o Question answered verbally
o Joel Miller: OK, thank you.
• Lisa Bycynski: What is the timeline for this project?
o Question answered verbally
• Roxanne Clark: Would BRT drivers be COTA employees?

Zach Sunderland: @Roxanne COTA would be the operator of the BRT and it would be a
part of one of the services that COTA provides
o Roxanne Clark: ok thanks
Steve Szuter: This is a really stupid question, but would this BRT be run by COTA? Or another
org? Just wondering if the Transit app would be used to board both services.
o Zach Sunderland: @Steve COTA would be the Operator and it would be a part of our
services that we offer
o Steve Szuter: Awesome thanks Zach!
James Stevenson: Thanks to all panelists for offering their time this evening! Has there been
any indication from the city of Columbus that areas like the commercial districts along Olentangy
River Rd could be rezoned to support TOD (i.e., high density residential/mixed use, reduced or
waived parking minimums)?
o Justin Goodwin: Regarding the TOD zoning question, this effort is being closely
coordinated with the City of Columbus Zoning Code update, which is about to enter its
second phase of work as well. https://www.columbus.gov/zoningupdate/
o Lynn Otte: Development and zoning that are supportive of transit is very important in the
eyes of the FTA (funding agency). The work in Phase 2 - that we are doing now - will be
working to make sure that these issues are aligned and supportive of transit in the
corridor.
Joshua Lapp: What kind of capacity limitations do we get with the Bi-directional Lane In terms of
headway?
o Lynn Otte: bidirectional lanes will be short. with an assumed 15 min between buses
there should be limited operational delay
o Joshua Lapp: I know its operational and this can change later but 15 min headways is
not frequent enough to make this world class
Steve Szuter: What challenges did COTA have with CMAX on Cleveland Ave and what can we
learn from that implementation moving into the NW Corridor and East/West Corridor?
o Steve Szuter: Thanks Zach! Appreciate the context.
Malcolm Porter: Can you mind us where the East/West project is in terms of high level preferred
local alternative/phases/application/etc.
o

•

•

•

•
•

Route Alignments
• Mary Napoli: Looking at this map - The corridor would be so much more efficient, and save my
neighborhood, if you went straight up from Olentangy to 161!!
• Mary Napoli: Or Olentangy to Linworth to 161...You'd need an overpass.
• David Williams: How does Bethel's lack of a connection on the east side of 315 figure in?
• David Williams: I like blue! It would be most valuable for activity along the route instead of just at
the ends
• Steve Koch: I asked a question prior to the session - will the ORR alignment at SR 315 require
an underpass for ORR? Has this alignment been designed?
• Steve Szuter: Either blue or yellow make sense to me. I want to be able to get to any of the
businesses that exist along those lines, and the road along riverside is narrow and is pretty lowdensity.
• Joshua Lapp: Bethel seems to me to make more sense
• Steve Koch: The Orange line makes the most sense.
• Benjamin Cirker: Yeah, probably the orange line is going to work the best
• Mary Napoli: Red line.
• Marc conte: Routes: I think it's a toss-up between Orange and Blue. Both east-west streets
have a number of destinations.
• Lisa Bycynski: 161 is more congested than Bethel why not use 161?

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Joshua Lapp: Bethel or Henderson both make sense, but it seems like Bethel is closer to more
and he more redevelopment potential
Matt Huffman: Orange
David Vottero: Eliminate the Riverside Drive option, I have slight preference for the Henderson
Rd alignment
Mary Napoli: The Blue Route destroys everyone/thing along Dierker.
Marc Conte: I second Steven's point about Riverside and the low-density of the corridor. There's
not that many destinations.
Mary Jo Napoli: So, if you go on Bethel, you are taking out some condos or apartments to put in
a lane?
o Lynn Otte: The BRT implementation would not impact any buildings. As Tim mentioned,
we are striving to work within the existing right-of-way.
Shannon Tolliver: Bethel to Sawmill seems the best option.
Roxanne Clark: Within the last couple of years, a sidewalk was installed on Henderson Road
between Riverside Drive and Sawmill Road. Do you know if there are plans to add additional
sidewalk on Henderson Road to connect it to the existing sidewalk starting around Dieker Rd?
There is a gap between Sawmill Rd and Dieker Rd.
Lisa Bycynski: How would a dedicated bus lane be added to either Henderson or Bethel? There
are businesses adjacent to existing roads
David Williams: Connection at Centennial would be great.
Steve Szuter: Love this. Really great job looking at all of the options and I agree Riverside
doesn’t make sense.
Joel Miller: I would ride the Bethel route but not Henderson. Agree with eliminating Riverside
Joachim Bean: Bethel
Lisa Bycynski: I don't want to see it at all
Eugene Rutigliano: yes, to both Henderson and bethel
Roxanne Clark: I would ride Bethel and maybe Henderson
Monica Tuttle: I do not think I would ride either route
Joel Miller: The Bethel option would provide much better access to the Olentangy walk/bike/run
trail with the new connector there
Monica Tuttle: Riverside seems like it would be a through-route only; not many destinations
along that route (so I agree that it does not make sense)
Tommy Delgado: I would ride both Bethel and Henderson, but I would prefer Bethel due to the
businesses there
Mary Jo Napoli: Just privately - I assume you are looking at the national pipeline mapping
system in assessing the best corridor. It is relevant for this corridor.
Mary Jo Napoli: On the Henderson Rd Option - Notwithstanding that Dierker is a current COTA
route, Upper Arlington will be upgrading Henderson - west of Dierker; I forgot exactly where - so
would that make a straight Henderson to Sawmill logical?
Mary Jo Napoli: The UA upgrade is all the way to Riverside. Upper Arlington is widening it
Joachim Bean: The Varsity Inn motel at King and Olentangy River is being redeveloped, is there
any coordination with upcoming construction projects at this spot or others on and around the
corridor?
o Justin Goodwin: We are aware of that project and assessing the potential right-of-way
needs to be coordinated.
Roxanne Clark: Does this mean that Olentangy River Road would need to be a six-lane road?
Lisa Bycynski: The amount of traffic has already increased due to the addition of large
apartment complexes. This could cause more traffic headaches.

Lynn Otte: with the growth projected in the region - traffic will likely increase with or
without the high-capacity transit service. BRT provides additional capacity for the
corridor.
Joel Miller: How much are recently completed (and proposed) projects intentionally preparing for
the BRT system? Examples: The new 315 southbound exit onto N. Broadway, The
Bethel/Olentangy Trail bike/walk connector, the new dividing wall between 315 and Olentangy
River Road between Henderson and N. Broadway, more I'm not listing? Also, the re-routing of
the Olentangy Trail between Northmoor and Como Parks
o

•

Station Location and Amenities
• Justin Goodwin: While we have not quite gotten to the details of station design, trash
receptacles would be among the suite of amenities to be included, along with benches, shelters,
wheelchair access, etc.
• Barb Cox: Will stations be protected from the weather?
o Lynn Otte: Stations will have canopies to protect from weather/provide shade also
• Mary Napoli: Current COTA stops are destinations for litter. Can you improve that?
o Zach Sunderland: For litter complaints at stops you can send them to here:
https://www.cota.com/contact/contact-information/; For other areas (in Columbus) you
can utilize Columbus's 311 system: https://311.columbus.gov/
• Steve Szuter: This is really great, love these stops.
• Lisa Bycynski: Every major metropolitan area I have visited has rail or streetcar-Boston, NY,
Philly, Phoenix, LA, Atlanta, Albuquerque
• Jason Advani: Would be nice to be able to access Whetstone Park from here.
• Joshua Lapp: Concerns for stations include how do we connect to existing routes (#5 will no
longer interchange)
• David Vottero: The Kohls location will be supported by the coming multi-modal river crossing by
Como Park.
• Joshua Lapp: Does the university athletic station really serve anything? I assume Woody Hayes
serves Schott
o Benjamin Cirker: Josh, the Athletic Complex stop would serve Chemical Abstracts which
is a decent sized employer.
• Steve Szuter: Would love to see protected bike lanes as part of the larger project. I know it’s a
bigger conversation with the city, not always feasible in the current scenario, but would be great.
• Joshua Lapp: To Tim point, we were promised that this will be comparable to light rail so from
the advocate perspective I think we must have the same amenities we would see at light rail
stations around the country.
• Joshua Lapp: Appreciate the difficulty of spacing we can’t go everywhere without slowing down
• Joachim Bean: I think it’s important that this service runs 24/7 or as close to it as possible. With
essential jobs along the corridor being at all times of day (OSU and Riverside Hospitals), it
would have a far greater impact if people can use it at all times of the day. Considering that
pedestrian deaths often happen at night; I think it’s important as part of the Vision Zero initiative
as well to reduce dangerous driving at night.
o Lynn Otte: Agreed that transit service will need to 'match up' with the work hour needs in
the corridor.
• Steve Szuter: This is really great, thank you Tim.
• Justin Goodwin: For anyone interested in providing more specific feedback on station locations,
alignments or other priorities such as important bicycle or sidewalk connections, you can enter
comments in our interactive map here:
https://platform.remix.com/streets/plan/80fd5371/scenario/8959da50?latlng=40.01063,83.02428,12.101&public=true

•

Monica Tuttle: @Joel, would you take the BRT *to* the trail?
o Joel Miller: @Monica. I would walk or bike from home to BRT but having it close to bike
trail would give me and others the option of biking back if bike was taken on BRT.

Terminus
• Steve Szuter: I may be biased, but my parents live across the river from Bridge Park, so I
appreciate that stop, regardless of terminus.
• Joshua Lapp: I’d love to consider if some trips from this line could extend to the Zoo.
• Joshua Lapp: Major trip generator, employer and could eliminate zoo bus.
• Benjamin Cirker: Bridge Park is a good terminus; it already has the density to support transit
• David Williams: @joshua lapp - even if the terminus was bridge park, the zoo could run a shuttle
• David Vottero: Bridge Park is still ascendant, hitch your wagon to a rising star, not the ones that
have already set.
• Steve Szuter: Agree @jason!
• Tommy Delgado: Bridge Park
• Roxanne Clark: Bridge Park
• Mary Jo Napoli: Hospital
• Lisa Bycynski: Dublin does not want Columbus residents
• Eugene Rutigliano: bridge park
• Joel Miller: Bridge Park
• Monica Tuttle: I do not travel to any of those locations
• Nora Anderson: What about Dublin's plan for more physical infrastructure and multimodal
locations are those further connections?
• Monica Tuttle: On a side note, the filled bubbles are very hard to compare because the blue and
white switch sides from 1/4 to 3/4
o Monica Tuttle: sorry, from 1/4 to 1/2
o Lynn Otte: ‘bluer’ in the bubble means a stronger performance on the metric.
o Monica Tuttle: @ Lynn, I understand. But if you look at the bubbles, the blue starts in
the top right corner. The 1/2-filled bubble is flipped from all the other bubbles.
o Monica Tuttle: Lynne, did you understand what I was saying about the bubbles? It
seems like the 1/2 bubble should have the blue on the RIGHT (not the left)
o Lynn Otte: I misunderstood you, Monica. My apologies. We will revisit how we present
that information. Thanks for your input
• Joachim Bean: the area around Perimeter Loop is a transit desert, there’s a lot of need up there
with few options currently, I think serving the hospital/medical there is a must somehow
Sustainability
• Joshua Lapp: Everyone I know wants to improve our transit system and doesn’t want to double
down on the inequitable environmentally damaging system we currently have.
• Mary Napoli: Thanks for that perspective, Justin. So, following up with Zach, these additional
transit options - how many years down the road will it be, if ever, that they won't add air pollution
to the neighborhood.
• Joshua Lapp: I believe the LinkUS plans call for electric buses which is great.
• Justin Goodwin: Those interested in pollution/greenhouse gas emissions may also be interested
in the recommendations of the Columbus Climate Action Plan, which includes COTA fleet
transition to 100% zero emissions. https://www.columbus.gov/sustainable/cap/
• Monica Tuttle: Lawns are NOT greenspace. Please consider native plantings rather than lawns
which deplete nutrients, etc.
• Laura Fay: How much impervious surface increase will there be per mile?

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Monica Tuttle: I don't see us focusing on "pulling more cars off the roads" via additional
sidewalks, bikeways, etc. This seems like a lot of additional infrastructure without addressing
those 1-, 3- and 5- mile trips
Laura Fay: Can you talk more about the Green Infrastructure you mentioned Tin?
Monica Tuttle: There is tremendous environmental impact resulting from the corridor; lighting,
additional impermeable surfaces, multi-lane roadways are riskier for wildlife. How are we
addressing these concerns?
Monica Tuttle: Are you considering Dark Sky compliant lighting?
Monica Tuttle: So good to hear - thank you!!
Mary Napoli: Marc - How many years before the buses have zero pollution? Am I wrong to use
"destroy" for what pollution does to air quality?
o Zach Sunderland: @Mary for more information regarding COTA's Environmental
Promise. Note that by 2025 COTA will be diesel free: https://cota.com/communitybusiness/environmental-promise/
o Mary Napoli: Thank you Zach.
Mary Napoli: Marc, Zach...OK, thanks for the diesel-elimination promise. But trash - how is it
now? Do you really have trash-free stops?

Closing
Steve Szuter: This was really great, thank you all.
Monica Tuttle: Thank you for this engagement!
Eugene Rutigliano: psyched about the project thank you!
Roxanne Clark: Great presentation! Excited for the routes!
Roxanne Clark: thanks!
David Williams: I have to go, but thanks for the presentation! Looking forward to seeing more progress
Barb Cox: Thanks for the updates!
Laura Fay: Great Meeting! Thanks
Joel Miller: I find this an exciting project and appreciate the intentionality you are putting into it.
*Questions that did not receive a written response were answered verbally. Responses can be viewed
at a meeting recording online

ON-STREET PROMOTIONS
Locations
India Grocers

5839 Sawmill Rd, Dublin, OH 43017

Carriage Place Community Center 4900 Sawmill Rd, Columbus, OH 43235

Conversation & Material Drop
Conversation & Material Drop

La Michoacan

5445 Bethel Sawmill Center, Columbus, OH 43235 Conversation & Material Drop

Cuco’s Taqueria

2162 W Henderson Rd, Columbus, OH 43220

Conversation & Material Drop

Goodwill

2178 Henderson Rd, Columbus, OH 43220

Conversation & Material Drop

Sunrise Asian Super Market

1920 W Henderson Rd, Columbus, OH 43220

Conversation & Material Drop

Ohio Hispanic Coalition

1535 Bethel Rd, Columbus, OH 43220

Conversation & Material Drop

Istanbul Supermarket

5227 Bethel Center Mall, Columbus, OH 43220

Conversation & Material Drop

Arrange Oriental Market

1526 Bethel Rd, Columbus, OH 43220

Conversation & Material Drop

La Casita

1355 Bethel Rd, Columbus, OH 43220

Conversation & Material Drop

Bethel International Methodist
Church

1220 Bethel Rd, Columbus, OH 43220

Conversation & Material Drop

Marc’s Stores

1828 W Henderson Rd, Columbus, OH 43220

Conversation & Material Drop

VOA Thrift Store - W. Henderson

1800 W Henderson Rd, Columbus, OH 43220

Conversation & Material Drop

North Market - Bridge Park

6750 Longshore St, Dublin, OH 43017

Vendor & Crowd Canvass +
Material Drops

Cols. Metro Library: Dublin Branch 75 N. High St, Dublin, OH 43017

Conversation & Material Drop

Starbucks: Bridge Park

19 W Bridge St, Dublin, OH 43017

Conversation & Material Drop

Kroger

2090 Crown Plaza Dr, Columbus, OH 43235

Lot Canvass

Kroger

1955 Henderson Rd, Upper Arlington, OH 43220

Lot Canvass

Comment overview
Positives
•
•
•
•

LinkUs was very well received by many
Business owners were very willing to promote LinkUS to customers
It was identified that a large population of current riders come into these businesses
Community residents were very curious about the project

Negatives:
•
•
•

Population was very unaware of the LinkUS initiative
Dublin area population presented engagement challenges
Some were not receptive to hearing about LinkUS

Takeaways:
•
•

The reception that LinkUS received bode well for future outreach efforts
International markets were very willing to share information with their communities

•
•
•
•

More efforts will need to be made to inform the Northwest Corridor populations
Posters for businesses will be helpful in creating awareness
Recommending that canvassing should continue in April and May
Informational materials are needed for mass neighborhood canvassing

SOCIAL MEDIA PROMOTIONS
Comments via Facebook
Joel Miller: I'd like to register a preference for the Bethel Rd route. There was a lot of money invested
the Bethel connector to the bike/walk Olentangy Trail on the other side of 315 and having a BRT station
on the corner of Bethel and Olentangy RR would connect that point of the trail and all those who can
access it.
Joel Miller: I will add that there are many students at Centennial HS who would benefit from BRT on
Bethel Rd. This would include to and from school (the city only buses kids living >2 miles from a
school), to work after school along Bethel and Sawmill, and those students who are taking full or partial
day classes at OSU.
Kenneth Cole: Why so little space to accommodate bicycles traffic. In the model I’m looking at now,
bicycles are relegated to a far lane making it impossible to become a part of traffic and go to places
motor traffic go. In this model that is not possible. Riders would have to dismount or ride in the cross
walks.
Comments via Reddit
Original post by Josh Lapp (not LinkUS): For those who don't already know about it LinkUS is a
regional transit initiative and this component of it will build a new BRT line through the Olentangy River
Road corridor. A very important connection for the overall system that is being developed. There is a
survey on their page as well.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I cannot picture a lane on Sawmill dedicated only to buses. That area is already crazy.
Maybe it will dissuade people from using their cars in the area helping to alleviate the issue. We
live nearby and depending on where stops are and how much BRT priority is given, I could
easily see myself going for dinner or for a quick kohls run.
If the “bus rapid transit” being proposed here is anything like the line that runs along Cleveland
Ave, forget it.
Commuter Rail is really what this area needs, not another supposedly “suped-up” bus line.
This looks more like real BRT and not a differently named line with fancy stops and painted
busses. Also, busses can be good as long as they have decent frequency and don't get stuck in
traffic, which this should help with
I’m open to that, and I also am concerned that it will be another half-assed investment that
doesn’t live up to its expectations. Or worse, causes more problems (e.g., traffic bottlenecks)
than it alleviates.
For a country supposedly so good at so many things, we are surprisingly, epically bad when it
comes to designing, investing in, and building public transit in all but a few major cities.
Almost like we invented the car and said that whole European walkable city design with
interconnected rail mumbo jumbo can take a hike we can go ANYWHERE in these babies we
just need massive swaths of pavement to store them all on. (I agree btw)
If it's like BRT is supposed to work, it should be a billion times better.
Source: Have been to numerous cities where it is done right and a joy to ride.

LinkUS NWC BRT Social Media Promotions on LinkUS Channels
Dublin

Meadow Park Church

Virtual

Virtual

WEBSITE SURVEY RESPONSES (AS OF APRIL 1)
1. What is your interest in the proposed Northwest Bus Rapid Transit corridor? (Select all that
apply)
live near the corridor

27

entertainment destinations along the corridor

23

friends and/or family along the corridor

17

work near the corridor

16

medical appointments along the corridor

12

live along the corridor

8

work along the corridor

8

would travel along the corridor, given transit access

2

other business and shopping

1

school along the corridor

1

The largest group of respondents to the web survey indicated that they live near the Northwest
BRT Corridor (71%) while about 21% indicated that they live along the corridor. A majority of
respondents (61%) said that they are interested in the corridor because they travel to
entertainment destinations along the route. Most respondents (82%) expressed an interest in
the corridor for two or more of the given reasons.
2. Which of these station areas along Olentangy River Road do you see yourself using? (Select all
that apply)
Downtown area (intersection to be determined)
Goodale Street
Bethel Road
King Avenue
3rd Avenue
Lane Avenue
OSU Medical Campus (at Herrick Drive)
Woody Hayes Drive
Kohl's/OhioHealth (at Kohl's driveway)
Riverside Hospital (at Thomas Lane)
Olentangy Commons (at Jasonway Avenue)
University Village (at Harley Drive)
University Athletic (at Argyll Street)

30
24
21
21
18
16
15
13
12
11
11
5
4

Almost four fifths of the respondents indicated that they would use a station in the Downtown
area; most also said that they would use stations at Goodale Street, Bethel Road, and King
Avenue.

3. If there are other station locations along Olentangy River Road that you think are needed but
not listed above, indicate them here.
Four people suggested additional stations not listed in the choices given—Lennox Town Center,
Henderson Road, and the Clintonville area were each recommended. One respondent
proposed a station between Riverside and Olentangy Commons to facilitate travel on East/West
bus routes.
4. Which of the below route alignments do you prefer?

Bethel Road to Sawmill Road to Bridge
Park in Dublin (Gold line on map)

4

19
15

Henderson Road to Bethel Road to
Sawmill Road to Bridge Park in Dublin
(Blue line on map)
Bethel Road to Riverside Drive to Bridge
Park in Dublin (Pink line on map)

The following comments were made about why respondents preferred the alignment that they did:
Preferred Bethel Road to Sawmill Road to Bridge Park in Dublin (Gold line on map)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Higher potential for TOD along bridge park ave, straighter alignment with potential for corridor
improvements along Bethel rd.
Access to businesses
Since odot plans on widening sawmill, a couple of bus only lanes will fit in quite will. Also, a lot
of people actually walk/bike alongside sawmill.
More stops along the way
It covers more of Bethel Road which has interesting shops on it.
it goes past the most attractions/destinations
Riverside is a pretty compact road and usually has quite a bit of odd traffic, I feel sawmill is
better equipped for BRT
Located along denser commercial corridors
I prefer this alignment because it keeps the BRT on major thoroughfares and would appear to
have minimal impact on residents.
My preference is just whatever's fastest for this stretch -- wherever separated lanes and signal
priority can be had, that's where it should go
Getting to the shops along Sawmill road, if done in an intelligent could be a boon for folks
without vehicles or prove to be a public transit option for the wide array of places on Sawmill
road. If proven unfeasible the red line would be 2nd choice.
Comes closest to our house, Sawmill has more shopping than Riverside

•
•
•
•
•

There are many destinations for shopping and restaurants along Sawmill and Bethel Rd.
Passes airport, two schools & mid/high density area with lower income
Simplest
There is a lot of retail and dining along Bethel and Sawmill roads that is otherwise inaccessible
to me.
less affected by traffic

Preferred Henderson Road to Bethel Road to Sawmill Road to Bridge Park in Dublin (Blue line on map)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I think this section of Henderson Road has big potential for more urban redevelopment similar to
what is happening on Lane Ave.
It's closer to where I live and the high traffic commercial areas on Bethel road would also be
served by it
Connects multiple key roads
I live along this line. I also think there is more apartment housing along this line that would
benefit from the line. It also would run close to the Japan center.
Avoids bethel and Riverside
The bus service isn't as strong on Henderson and I live closer to it.
There needs to be a way to get from 5xNW to Henderson without having to go to High Street
the traffic along bethel is terrible around rush hour.
Higher density of housing along Henderson near Kenny and to the east
the availability of businesses and restaurants
There is more housing along Henderson than bethel

Preferred Bethel Road to Riverside Drive to Bridge Park in Dublin (Pink line on map)
•
•

Faster and more businesses in this corridor
Seems the most efficient. But stops along Sawmill could be useful.

